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Abstract: G-protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are involved
in a wide range of physiological processes, and they have
attracted considerable attention as important targets for devel-
oping new medicines. A central and largely unresolved
question in drug discovery, which is especially relevant to
GPCRs, concerns ligand selectivity: Why do certain molecules
act as activators (agonists) whereas others, with nearly identical
structures, act as blockers (antagonists) of GPCRs? To address
this question, we employed all-atom, long-timescale molecular
dynamics simulations to investigate how two diastereomers
(epimers) of dihydrofuroaporphine bind to the serotonin 5-
HT1A receptor and exert opposite effects. By using molecular
interaction fingerprints, we discovered that the agonist could
mobilize nearby amino acid residues to act as molecular
switches for the formation of a continuous water channel. In
contrast, the antagonist epimer remained firmly stabilized in
the binding pocket.

The growing number of crystal structures and related
computer simulations of G-protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs) have resolved a number of structural key features
in the activation process of GPCRs, including ligand-binding
specificity, side-chain molecular switches, rearrangement of
transmembrane helices, and formation of internal water
channels.[1–10] In spite of this progress, many important
mechanistic principles of GPCR-mediated signalling remain

poorly understood at the molecular level. An example is
ligand stereoselectivity, which is a central concern in drug
discovery since it substantially influences the efficacy, effi-
ciency, and metabolic properties of drug candidates.[11,12]

Molecular dynamics could be of great help towards address-
ing such unresolved issues.[9,10] In this work, we used all-atom,
long-timescale molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to
investigate the ligand stereoselectivity of the serotonin 5-
HT1A receptor and determine how the stereochemical
arrangement of a single methyl group at a chiral carbon
atom determines whether the ligand acts as an agonist or an
antagonist.

For a pair of dihydrofuroaporphine epimers, functional
assays have identified one epimer to be a full agonist and the
other to be a full antagonist of the serotonin 5-HT1A

receptor.[13,14] The configuration of a single methyl group is
the only structural difference between this pair of diastereo-
mers, and it results in different functional properties as
ligands for the receptor (Scheme 1).

To explain the structural basis of this stereoselectivity of
a prototypical GPCR, we first built a homology model of the
5-HT1A receptor by using the crystal structure of the 5-HT1B

receptor (PDB ID: 4IAQ)[15] for an agonist-bound receptor
structure template and that of the M3 muscarinic receptor
(PDB ID: 4U15)[16] for an antagonist-bound receptor struc-
ture template. Interestingly, the superimposed crystal struc-
tures of the two receptors are almost identical (Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information), with an RMSD of less than
1.5 è for the TM backbone. GPCRs are known to undergo
large helix movements when activated by their G proteins.
Since these signatures are not present in the homology model
of the 5-HT1A receptor, it represents the receptor in a non-
activated state (see the Supporting Information, including
Figure S1). Since W6.48 adopts different rotamer states in the
5-HT1B and M3 receptor template structures, we compared
the side-chain conformations of the highly conserved W6.48

across all available GPCR crystal structures (Figure S2 A). In

Scheme 1. The dihydrofuroaporphine epimers used as 5-HT1A ligands
in the MD simulations. The configuration of the methyl group in the
two epimers is highlighted in red.
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almost all cases, the long axis of the indole ring orients
preferentially parallel to the TM helices (Figure S2 B). The
only exception is found in the M3 crystal structure, where the
long axis of the indole ring of W6.48 is oriented perpendicular
to the TM helix. In our homology model of the 5-HT1A

receptor, we adjusted the side-chain conformation of W6.48

to that found in most GPCR structures (Figure S2 B). On this
basis, we performed 3 × 1.2 ms all-atom MD simulations for
both the agonist-bound and the antagonist-bound 5-HT1A

receptor. This yielded a total MD simulation time of 7.2 ms.
Since ligand binding is a crucial step for GPCR activation,

we first examined the binding modes for the agonist and the
antagonist epimers. In the MD structure of the human 5-HT1A

receptor, both bound ligands form a salt bridge with D1163.38,
which is similar to what is observed in the crystal structures of
the related 5-HT1B

[15] and 5-HT2B
[17] receptors (Figure 1 A–D).

Interaction fingerprints obtained from the initial 50 ns MD
simulations (Figure 1 E,G) show that the bound agonist forms
strong hydrophobic interactions with residues I189ECL2,
W3586.48, F3616.51 and F3626.52, and additionally forms weak
hydrophobic interactions with I1133.35, D1163.38, V1173.39, and
Y3907.43. The bound antagonist formed hydrophobic inter-
actions with residues V1173.39, I189ECL2, S1995.42 and F3616.51,
however, hydrophobic contacts with W3586.48 and F3626.52

were not observed.
Next, we investigated how these interactions changed

during the final 50 ns of the MD simulation. In the agonist/
receptor complex, most of the ligand–receptor interactions
were preserved except for hydrophobic interactions between
the agonist and W3586.48 (Figure 1 H). The highly conserved
W3586.48 plays a crucial role during the activation of the
majority of rhodopsin-like GPCRs, and it is an essential
residue in the transmission switch.[18] In contrast, all ligand–
receptor interactions in the antagonist/receptor complex were

preserved during the entire MD simulation (Figure 1F).
Activation of the transmission switch in the agonist-bound
5-HT1A receptor started with the rotation of F3626.52 during
the 150–220 ns period (Figure 2A). F3626.52 has been shown

Figure 1. Interactions of ligands with side chains in the binding pocket of the 5-HT1A receptor. A) Antagonist; beginning of MD simulation.
B) Antagonist; last frame of MD simulation. C) Agonist; beginning of MD simulation. D) Agonist; last frame of the MD simulation.
Cyan: antagonist epimer, yellow: agonist epimer, green: highlighted side chains in the binding pocket of the 5-HT1A receptor. Blue dashed
lines: ionic interactions between D1163.38 and the ligand, red dashed lines: hydrogen bond between D1163.38 and Y3907.43. E) Interaction fingerprint
between the 5-HT1A receptor and the antagonist in the initial 50 ns. F) Interaction fingerprint between the 5-HT1A receptor and antagonist in the
final 50 ns. G) Interaction fingerprint between the 5-HT1A receptor and agonist in the initial 50 ns. H) Interaction fingerprint between the 5-HT1A

receptor and agonist in the final 50 ns. Blue, green, and red areas represent the three different MD simulations presented in this work.

Figure 2. Molecular switches in the 5-HT1A receptor. A) c2 angles of
F3626.52. B) c2 angles of W3586.48. C) H-bond lengths between D1163.38

and Y3907.43. Black, red, brown: trajectories of three independent MD
simulations (ago-1, ago-2, ago-3) for the agonist-bound receptor. Blue,
green, purple: trajectories of three independent MD simulations (anta-
1, anta-2, anta-3) for the antagonist-bound receptor.
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elsewhere to play a pivotal role in the activation of 5-
HT1A.

[19,20]

In the antagonist-bound receptor, F3626.52 remained in the
initial conformation throughout the MD simulation. Addi-
tionally, the hydrogen bond between D1163.38 and Y3907.43 was
observed to break in the 300–600 ns period in the agonist/
receptor complex (Figures 1D and 2C), while it remained
stable in the antagonist-bound form of the receptor complex.
Interestingly, D1163.38 formed a salt bridge with both the
agonist and antagonist, and such interactions were stable in
both complexes throughout the MD simulations (Figure 1E
and Figure S3).

More importantly, W3586.52, a highly conserved residue in
transmembrane helix 6 (TM6), was found to undergo an
abrupt rotational switch between 350 ns and 650 ns in our MD
simulations (Figure 2B). Subtle fluctuations also were
observed for W3586.48 in the complex with the antagonist at
the beginning of the simulations, but these returned to the
starting conformation after 700 ns (Figure 2B). Our previous
studies of the adenosine and opioid receptors[6,21] revealed
W3586.48 to be a central molecular switch that enables the
formation of an internal continuous water channel within the
receptor, which was proposed to be a hallmark of GPCR
activation. In the present case of the 5-HT1A receptor, we
again observed the side-chain rotational switch associated
with W3586.48, and therefore we also analyzed water move-
ment inside the 5-HT1A receptor. Similar to our previous
findings, we detected a distinct difference in the relocation of

water molecules inside the receptor after binding of the
agonist compared to the antagonist (Figure 3 and Figure S4).
The final structures obtained from MD simulations showed
fewer water molecules at the ligand binding site of the 5-HT1A

receptor when complexed with the antagonist compared to
the agonist (Figure 3 A,B and Figure S4). The movement of
water molecules in the agonist-bound receptor was initiated
by the preceding conformational changes of the molecular
switches. The first event was a rotational switch of F3626.52

located very close to the stereocenter of the agonist
(Figure 1). This was followed by rotational switching of
W3586.48 and breaking of the 3–7 lock (a hydrogen bond
between helices TM3 and TM7; Figure 2). Only after some
delay (50 ns in one simulation and 100 ns in the second
simulation) did the number of water molecules increase in the
allosteric site at D822.50 (Figure S2). Contrary to the case of
bound agonist, two hydrophobic layers of amino acids prevent
the formation of a continuous intrinsic water channel in the
antagonist-bound receptor at the end of the MD simulations
(Figure 3A). The first hydrophobic layer is located between
the orthosteric and the allosteric sites, with a thickness of 5 è.
Notably, water molecules from the bulk solvent next to the
bound antagonist only rarely diffused into the deep pocket of
the receptor. The second, 8 è hydrophobic layer is positioned
close to the highly conserved D822.50 in TM2 and the
cytoplasmic end of the receptor (close to the Y4007.53 residue).
The existence of such hydrophobic layers of amino acids
agrees with the disruption of water-mediated hydrogen-bond
networks observed in GPCR crystal structures[22,23] and in
MD simulations.[6, 7, 21, 24]

The bending of transmembrane helices is another signa-
ture of GPCR activation.[25, 26] Such events were observed in
the present study of the 5-HT1A receptor. As captured and
quantified for the final 50 ns period of each of our MD
simulations, the agonist-bound receptor underwent bending
of helices TM5 (Figures S3,S4), TM6, and TM7, which is not
seen in the antagonist-bound complexes. Changes in the D/
ERY ionic lock have also been thought to play an important
role during GPCR activation. We found such changes (Fig-
ure S5) in the salt bridge between D1333.49 and R1343.50 in two
trajectories of the agonist-bound receptor but not in the
antagonist-bound counterpart. This salt bridge was broken in
the simulations at about 450 ns and 780 ns.

The sudden increase in water at the R822.50 residue at
350 ns and 780 ns, the dissolution of the salt bridge, and the
appearance of water appear highly correlated, likely making
the presence of water inside GPCRs an important event. In
contrast, this salt bridge was quite stable during our MD
simulations of the antagonist-bound complex.

Analysis of the interaction network between residue side
chains (Figure 3) indicates that in the antagonist-bound
receptor, most of the residues inside firmly contact multiple
neighbors (depicted in a large circle, Figure 3C). In the
agonist-bound receptor (Figure 3D), however, the interac-
tions between side chains inside the receptor were disrupted
by helix bending (Figures S3, S4) accompanied by water influx
(Figure 3B). Such disruptions are characterized by fewer
residue contacts (chain of dots at the bottom of the figure)
and multiple local small-group interactions (scattered dots).

Figure 3. The 5-HT1A receptor at the end of the MD simulations:
Internal water molecules and the side-chain interaction network.
A) Receptor with bound antagonist (cyan). Two layers of hydrophobic
amino acids with thicknesses of 5 ç and 8 ç were observed. Red dots:
water molecules. B) The 5-HT1A receptor with bound agonist (yellow).
C) The residue interaction network in the antagonist-bound receptor.
The large circle indicates multiple residue interactions. (D) The residue
interaction network in the agonist-bound receptor. Small circles and
scattered dots indicate fewer residue interactions. In (C) and (D),
residues in helices and in loops are shown as red and blue dots,
respectively, and line connections indicate contacts between residues
(for details, see Supporting Information).
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In conclusion, our MD simulations reveal structural
differences upon the binding of a pair of optical isomers,
one acting as an agonist and the other as an antagonist of the
5-HT1A receptor. The results reveal in molecular detail the
central steps of agonist-induced activation of the 5-HT1A

receptor (Figure 4). First, the methyl group at the chiral
center of the agonist molecule contacts the F3626.52 of the

receptor through hydrophobic interactions, thereby resulting
in a rotamer switch of the phenyl group of this residue. This
first movement induces structural changes in the transmission
switch, including the central residue in this switch, the highly
conserved W3586.48, which opens a gate, followed by opening
of the 3–7 lock of the receptor, thereby eventually allowing
diffusion of water molecules from the bulk extracellular phase
towards the central cytoplasmic internal space of the receptor.
Moreover, the successive movement of water molecules into
the receptor induces structural changes in TM5, TM6, and
TM7, first bending and then rotation, thereby finally enabling
the binding and activation of a G protein at the intracellular
site of the receptor. The agonist and antagonist share a similar
binding mode, including residues from extracellular loop 2
(ECL2) stabilizing the methyl group of the ligand at the
stereocenter. One of these residues, I189ECL2, has a dual role:
it stabilizes the methyl group of the antagonist when it is far
from F3626.52, but in the case of the agonist, it keeps contact
with the methyl group but is moved closer to F3616.51 This can
facilitate the interaction between switching residues F3626.52

and W3586.48 and result in a large distortion of the central part
of TM6, followed by bending of TM7 and breaking of the 3–7
lock.

The structural details reported herein provide new insight
into the unresolved issue of ligand stereoselectivity of
GPCRs. As such, the findings could find application in
innovative drug discovery.

Experimental Section
Membrane systems were built with the g_membed[27] tool in Gromacs
with each receptor structure pre-aligned in the Orientations of
Proteins in Membranes (OPM) database.[28] Pre-equilibrated 140
POPC lipids coupled with 10,200 TIP3P water molecules in a periodic
box of 72 è × 72 è × 100 è were used to build the protein/membrane
system. Proteins, lipids, water molecules, and ions were modeled with
the CHARMM36 force field[29] parameter set; and the ligands were
modeled with the CHARMM CGenFF small-molecule force field.[30]

Ligands were submitted to the GAUSSIAN 09 program[31] for
structure optimization at the B3LYP/6-31G* level prior to the
generation of force-field parameters. All bond lengths to hydrogen
atoms in each protein/membrane system were constrained with M-
SHAKE.[32] Van der Waals and short-range electrostatic interactions
were cut off at 10 è.
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